Principles of Insurance
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THINK CRITICALLY
Handwrite your responses in the space below; 2 sentences each.
1. List the conditions that must exist in order for a risk to be insurable.

2. What is the difference between rate making and underwriting?

3. Describe the four common ports of on insurance policy.

4. A(n) _____ means that the insured will suffer a financial loss if the insured event occurs.
a. peril
b. insurable interest
c. risk
d. none of the above
5. The business activity in which each insurance application is carefully reviewed to make sure all
information needed to make a decision is available and accurate is known as _____
a. rate making
b. claims processing
c. investing
d. underwriting
6. With _____ the insured and insurer share the risk by paying a defined amount of the costs.
a. dividends
b. deductibles
c. coinsurance
d. premiums
7. True or False? _____ Insurance transfers some risk faced by an individual or organization to others.
8. True or False? _____ An insurance salesperson can actually represent several insurance companies
rather than just one.
9. Which of the following must exist for a risk to be insurable? _____
a. only a small number of individuals or businesses can face the risk
b. losses from the risk must be both accidental and uncertain
c. the cost of the losses cannot be estimated
d. all of the above must exist
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10. The part of the insurance policy that forms the basis of the contract between the insured and the insurer
is the _____
a. exclusions
b. conditions
c. insuring agreement
d. declarations
TEAMWORK
Discuss in pairs or small groups and then write your conclusions below.
11. Discuss with team members how you would make the decision whether to accept a higher deductible to
an insurance policy in return for a lower annual premium. How does the decision provide an example of
risk management?

